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a b s t r a c t

Scientific publishing systems (SPS) provides platforms to authors, reviewers, and editors to express
research for the betterment of the community. Traditionally, the research databases are assigned
electronic identifiers, and manuscripts are preserved in electronic form. Owing to the large scale
of submissions in the databases, it becomes difficult for the repositories to manage their electronic
volumes. The search queries and retrievals are complex, and the publishing process takes a lot of
time, which defeats the purpose of the contribution in many cases by the author. Moreover, the
process is non-transparent, and is limited due to ineffective article tracking policies. With the advent
of the Internet of Things (IoT), the libraries have transitioned towards smart objects that process
academic repositories with low-powered computations. In the same way, meta-information passes
through lightweight IoT protocols to distributed servers. Coupled with blockchain (BC), a secured and
trusted publishing platform is assured in SPS, with transparency among all academic stakeholders.
Traditional SPS platforms do not provide any rewarding method for peer review and do not support
and store unsuccessful articles. Besides, published works are not verified thoroughly, and this can lead
to misconduct in scientific publishing. Motivated by these facts, in this paper, we present a survey on
the fusion of BC and IoT for SPS, which serves the dual purpose of low-powered computational tagging
of manuscripts as smart objects, and that also supports rewarding and completing the verification of
transactions by peers without involving a third party. A case study of a hyperledger driven IoT-enabled
scientific publishing system (SPS) is proposed to address the limitations of the traditional SPS. Lastly,
we present open issues and challenges concerning the current SPSs and the proposed BC-driven SPS.
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1. Introduction

The past decade has seen the proliferation of the Internet-of-
hings (IoT) as a web of smart physical objects that are connected
hrough low-powered sensor interactions. As stated in a study in
oT Business News, it is expected that 24 billion things will be
etworked by 2030 at a market cap of USD 1.3 billion [1]. In
similar direction, digital libraries have transitioned into smart

epositories, from static query-and-retrieval databases to smart
igital objects that include a fusion of text, images, audio, video,
nd associated meta-tags. The scientific publishing system (SPS)
s a common platform for sharing research work, innovative ideas,
nd for publishing scientific work with experiments. Authorized
sers can access these materials to carry out their research,
nd they can be useful for educational purposes. In modern SPS
cosystems, the academic repositories have undergone a disrup-
ion where smart (tagging) objects can be attached as identifiers
o the submitted manuscript. Via radio frequency identification
RFID) barcodes, it allows smart fetch of author profiles from
ross databases and previous published articles which reduces the
ime of profiling operations. Thus, the SPS have transitioned into
mart cyber–physical objects with low-powered sensing, automa-
ion, and storage capabilities. These objects allow effective search
atterns that allow scalability of stored records in research repos-
tories. Also, through smart tagging, the meta-information can be
rocessed through low-powered IoT protocols over networking
hannels.
249
The details of IoT-driven SPSs for smart tagged objects are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Day-by-day, scientific publishing usage has been
increasing by 8–9%. The reason behind the trend is not the num-
ber of researchers worldwide, but the competition for publishing
research results—Publish or Perish. Thus, effective IoT search and
ranking techniques need to be employed in conventional SPS
databases to allow cost-effective solutions in article-publishing
ecosystems.

The data exchanges of smart-tagged, physical representations
of articles are made through low-powered networking protocol
stacks like Bluetooth, Zigbee, 6lowPAN, and Z-wave. The data
need to be transferred through web-based interfaces that support
APIs like lightweight, REST in uniformly structured objects. Also,
the conventional mechanism of ranking an article was based
on queries to help researchers find fruitful results and relevant
data [2]. To support open access databases, smart queries are
required to categorize meta-information and facilitate the rank-
ing process. Moreover, the exchange of information through open
channels may be tampered with via channel-based attacks. To
increase the security, trust, and privacy of academic databases, BC
can be a potential key driver to leverage trust among academic
stakeholders (authors, reviewers, editors, readers, and publish-
ers), which also supports open access journals like IEEE, Springer,
Elsevier, Scopus, and Wiley. Thus, the integration of BC into the
SPS can leverage trust, immutability, and chronology in published
records.

Apart from trust, open access gives access based on publishing
fees. For open access, authors have to pay an open access fee for
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Fig. 1. Transitions towards the IoT-driven SPS.

Fig. 2. Life cycle of an SPS, and convergence towards the BC-driven SPS.

ublishing the article in the public domain. The cost of the open
ccess goes towards keeping the article free for access to other
rospective researchers working in a similar domain. As BC is
mmutable, data can be securely stored for a long time. BC is a
istributed network, so to maintain records of published work, a
istributed ledger is used [3,4]. In current SPS, a peer reviews an
rticle, and based on the reviews, the fate of the article is decided.
he reviewers do not get any reward, and if a trial is unsuccessful,
he author does not get any compensation for investing the time
nd money. Thus, to ensure profitability, articles are stored as
ransactions in a block, and hash ID is generated using standard
ashing algorithm [5].
The traditional process does not support a reward system

herein reviewers have an incentive to review an article. That
eads to less interest in reviewing, and reduces the required
uality in published work. BC provides a rewards-based system
here peers get rewards for reviewing articles, and the authors
et an incentive to invest time and money in the research work.
f an article is published, more incentives are awarded in the
orm of cryptocurrency. The reward system increases interest in
roviding articles with qualitative peer reviews.
A publisher decides whether to accept an article for further

rocessing or to reject it. Editorial staff members verify the data
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and publish the article, or ask for changes. The article is inserted
into the queued activity for publishing, but even before pub-
lishing, the article is made available (protected by intellectual
property rights), and versions are saved for other researchers who
carry out similar research. Such versions are termed as early-
access articles. After completing the process, the article can be
read, cited, and merged into further work for more innovations.
Published work leads to new outcomes, which are again used
to create new articles and publish the new work, and the pro-
cess repeats. Thus, through an amalgamation of BC-based and
IoT-driven SPS ecosystems, authors can easily track published
records as smart-tagged objects, and they can keep track of exper-
iment results. As scientific publishing is continuous, researchers
generate new outcomes by referencing already published work
and experiment results. Whenever any researcher analyzes ef-
fective and efficient features based on experiments or surveys,
innovation can be published for the world and protected with
intellectual property rights. A BC-driven SPS would chronologi-
cally track the article submission, versioning, copyright transfers
through smart contracts, and would include auditability among
publishing stakeholders. Fig. 2 shows the life cycle of an SPS.
Based on peer reviews, the publisher analyzes the quality of an
article and studies the results. Table 1 lists all abbreviations used
in the paper.

1.1. Motivation

The challenge for the current SPS is that there is no fair
distribution for authors, editors, and reviewers. The following are
the motivations for this paper.

1. Unsuccessful research does not get support or incentives
in current SPSs. It may lead to the same failure by vari-
ous researchers because there is no record of unsuccessful
trials.

2. The traditional SPS scenario is that the authors need to
pay fees to publish scientific work and experiments with
results, and universities also need to pay subscription fees
to access scientific articles. However, they do not receive
rewards as reviewers.

3. In a traditional SPS, archival manuscripts are presented in
heterogeneous formats, and thus, require complex search
engines to fetch appropriate results. With smart tagging
and uniform exchanges through the IoT, efficient tagging
and search retrieval patterns can be formed.

A BC-based, IoT-driven SPS uses smart tagging, incentives, and
reward systems for fair distribution among all involved parties,
and trust is maintained. It involves peers to validate published
scientific work as reviewers. If reviews are consistent, then (and
then only) the article gets published, and based on that, authors
and publishers get compensation for publishing their work.

1.2. Research contributions

The following are the contributions of this paper.

1. Survey parameters of different scientific publishing plat-
forms and tools are portrayed. The need for scientific pub-
lishing with different features to increase interest in a
healthy system is mentioned, along with a taxonomy of
various techniques.

2. We discuss various platforms and tools based on BC tech-
nology, and the merits and flaws of the existing SPSs.

3. A case study of a BC-driven, IoT-enabled SPS is presented
for trust-based submitting to, reviewing for, and publish-
ing in an academic journal, and the information workflow
among publishing stakeholders is explained.
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Table 1
Abbreviations and their descriptions.
Abbreviations Descriptions Abbreviations Descriptions

ACS Ant Colony System MQTT Message-queue telemetry transport
AEP Academic Endorsement Points OJS Open Journal System
AES Academic Endorsement System OpenDOAR Open Directory of Open Access Repositories
APF Article Processing Fees OPR Open Peer Review
API Application Programming Interface ORCID Open Researcher and Contributor ID
BC Blockchain P2P Peer-to-Peer
CC Computation Cost PaaS Platform-as-a-service
CRD Center for Reviews and Dissemination PDFMeat PDF Metadata Acquisition Tool
CRF Conditional Random Field PEvO Publish and Evaluate Onchain
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph PoA Proof-of-Authority
DAJ Decentralized Autonomous Journals QoS Quality-of-Experience
DAO Decentralized Autonomous Organization RDF Resource Description Framework
DARE Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects RED Random Early Detection
DEIP Decentralized Research Platform REST Representational State Transfer
DOI Digital Object Identifier RFID Radio Frequency Identification
ETL Extract, Transform, and Load SC Smart Contract
HMM Hidden Markov Model SM Smart Manuscripts
HTML Hypertext Markup Language SPS Scientific Publishing System
ILPD Inter-planetary linked data SPW Scientific Publishing Workflow
IPFS Interplanetary File Systems SVM Support Vector Machine
IoT Internet of Things TEI Text Encoding Initiative
JSON Java-Script Object Notation UI User Interface
LDT Linked Data Toolbox UX User Experience
LEM Linked Entity Model XML Extensible Markup Language
1.3. Scope of survey

Various surveys have been proposed based on platforms, tools,
andling issues, and technologies used to publish scientific work
8–12,20,21]. For example, Bernius et al. [6] presented a broad
urvey on open access platforms and solutions for issues in scien-
ific publishing to highlight and solve issues with the traditional
ystem. However, their solution is only conceptual. Grieneisen
t al. [7] conducted a comprehensive survey of retracted ar-
icles from scholarly literature. They examined various trends
mong retracted articles but did not highlight the exact rea-
ons for the retractions. Fiala et al. [8] proposed a survey on
eer review methods for publishing research work based on BC
echnology. They focused on the peer review method for an SPS
ased on BC, but classic peer review does not ensure quality.
ia et al. [9] surveyed scholarly big data and performed a study
n various data analysis methods in scientific publishing, but
ome issues were not covered adequately, such as efficient peer-
eview processes, and the security of all stakeholders. Misale
t al. [10] carried out a case study of a recommendation system
or technical paper reviewer assignment. The system assigns an
xpert for reviewing, but no solution was given for issues like
tandardization, the security of the process of peer review, etc.
iu et al. [11] reviewed scholarly data visualization and pre-
ented a comprehensive overview of related data visualization
ools, existing techniques, and systems for analyzing volumes
f diverse scholarly data. However, the survey did not discuss
he challenges from the integration of information and various
echnologies. Tenorio-Fornés et al. [15] proposed a decentralized
ystem called ‘‘Decentralized Science’’ for open peer review. The
uthors created a reputation-based proof of concept for vali-
ating the proposed system. Daraghmi et al. [16] proposed a
C-based editorial management system called ‘‘TimedChain’’ for
anaging the peer-review process by applying incentives fairly
chieving low latency for a large set of data. Zhou et al. [17] pro-
osed a privacy-preserving academic publishing scheme called
‘Open-Pub’’, achieving confidentiality and transparency through
hreshold identity-based group signature. However, the authors
id not discuss the incentive mechanism for authors and re-
iewers. Sivakumar et al. [18] showed a comparative analysis of
raditional and BC-based scientific publishing but the implemen-
ation of smart contracts between the stakeholders of SPS was not
251
shown. Tanwar et al. [19] presented BC perspective in open access
academic publishing through smart contract implementation be-
tween multiple stakeholders of SPS. Mohan et al. [12] presented a
way to handle misconduct in the SPS. Zhang et al. [22] presented
a BC-based crowd-sourcing platform with dynamic pricing agent
theory between peer nodes, that models a lower processing and
lending cost.

The main scope of the proposed survey for this paper is to rep-
resent an integration of the IoT with BC for scientific publishing
and to provide a relative comparison among various techniques to
improve the SPS. The solution taxonomy shows multiple ways to
publish scientific work, as well as BC-based tools, recommender
systems, platforms for scientific publishing, and analysis of mis-
conduct in the publishing of research work. Pre-existing systems
do not support reward methods for reviewers, and researchers
are not getting enough incentives, compared to the time, fees, and
costs required for research work. Table 2 represents a comparison
of the proposed survey with the existing surveys on SPSs.

1.4. Review methods

The next discussion is on the methodology used in this paper
to survey scientific publishing, such as the criteria for the survey,
and inclusion and exclusion standards for finalizing a set of data
sources.

1.4.1. Review plan
For this survey, research questions were initially identified to

find out why a survey was done, what the need was, whether it
would be fruitful, etc. A set of research papers was collected based
on related data sources, search criteria, inclusion and exclusion
of search criteria, the quality of the paper, its content, and its
citation. Relevant papers were collected based on the title, the
abstract, and the quality of the paper; after that, only relevant
content was extracted for this survey.

1.4.2. Research questions
Existing platforms using various techniques are described in

this survey, which is on BC-based scientific platforms with dif-
ferent qualities and features, such as peer reviews, incentives,
security, etc. For this survey, some questions were raised to
evaluate the platforms and tools. Table 3 shows the research
questions and their objective.
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Table 2
Comparison among existing surveys on SPSs and the survey proposed in this paper.
Author Year Objective Merits Flaws 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bernius et al.
[6]

2009 Surveyed open access
platforms and gave
suggestions for users of
scientific publishing
platforms

A broad study on
scientific publishing,
trying to solve issues
with the traditional
system

Only a conceptual
description, but no
real-time
implementation

Y N Y Y Y N

Grieneisen
et al. [7]

2012 A comprehensive survey
of retracted articles from
scholarly literature

Examined various trends
among retracted articles

Exact reasons for
retraction not included

Y N Y N Y N

Fiala et al. [8] 2017 Surveyed an emerging
model for scientific
publishing to review
articles

Focused on a
peer-review method for
scientific publishing
based on BC

Classic peer review does
not ensure authority and
efficiency

Y N Y Y Y N

Xia et al. [9] 2017 Study of scholarly big
data

Survey of various
data-analysis methods in
scientific publishing

Security of all
stakeholders was not
explored to its full
potential

Y N Y Y Y N

Misale et al.
[10]

2017 Surveyed
recommendation systems
for technical-paper
reviewer assignment

Study of a
recommendation system
to assign experts for
reviews

Security of stakeholders
not addressed

Y N Y N Y Y

Liu et al. [11] 2018 Surveyed scholarly data
visualization

Comprehensive overview
of related
data-visualization tools,
existing techniques, and
systems for analyzing
volumes of diverse
scholarly data

Challenges of integration
of information and
various tools and
technologies were not
explored

Y N Y Y Y N

Mohan et al.
[12]

2019 Reviewed the managing
of academic misconduct
using BC-based methods

Focused on new
technologies for open
science to overcome
misconduct and issues

Real-time technique for
handling misconducts in
academic research not
addressed

Y Y Y N N Y

Mackey et al.
[13]

2019 Reviewed the
importance of BC in
managing peer-review,
profit-making publishing
houses, and journals that
charge high processing
fees

Focused on a
decentralized and
transparent framework
to remove misconduct in
publishing ecosystems

Study of collusion
among reviewers,
editors, and publishing
journals not discussed

Y Y Y Y N N

Kosmarski
et al. [14]

2020 Surveyed the integration
of BC with academic
institutions for different
players like researchers,
students, staff,
management

Proposed a trust-based
decentralized framework
among academic
stakeholders

Consensus protocol and
the importance is not
discussed

Y Y N Y N Y

Tenorio-Fornés
et al. [15]

2021 To propose a
decentralized system for
open peer review

Reputation-based proof
of concept proposed

Smart contracts not
discussed

Y Y Y N N N

Daraghmi et al.
[16]

2021 To propose a BC-based
editorial management
system

Development of
TimedChain for
peer-review process by
applying incentives fairly

Comparison with
state-of-the-art
technologies not
discussed

Y Y Y N N N

Zhou et al. [17] 2021 To propose a
privacy-preserving
academic publishing
scheme

Confidentiality and
transparency achieved
through threshold
identity-based group
signature

Incentive mechanism for
authors and reviewers
not discussed

Y Y Y N Y N

Sivakumar
et al. [18]

2021 Comparison of
traditional and BC based
scientific publishing

Comparison of existing
frameworks for SPS

Implementation of
consensus and smart
contract not shown

Y Y Y N Y Y

Tanwar et al.
[19]

2022 To understand
perspective of BC in
open access academic
publishing

Smart contract
implementation for
academic publishing
shown

No comparative study
among state-of-the-art
approaches in academic
publishing

Y Y Y N N N

The proposed
survey

2022 Surveyed BC-based
IoT-driven scientific
publishing platforms

A solution taxonomy of
various techniques used
in scientific publishing
platforms

– Y Y Y Y Y Y

1: Scientific publishing, 2: Usage of BC technology, 3: Problems of scientific publication addressed, 4: Taxonomy, 5: Comparative analysis with other platforms or
characteristics, 6: Comparative analysis with state-of-the-art technologies; Y indicates Yes (Included), and N indicates No (No. included).
252
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Table 3
Research questions.
Question number Research question Objectives

RQ-1 How many SPS platforms are
established as of now?

To get a list of all available
platforms used in SPSs

RQ-2 Which technology is used for a
particular SPS platform?

To find the scope of various
technologies in SPS development

RQ-3 What are the issues that arise over
security and privacy?

To come up with a list of security
and privacy issues in traditional
publishing platforms

RQ-4 Which kinds of issues arise with
publishers, authors, and reviewers?

Finding out if overcoming issues
that arise over the roles in the
system can increase interest in
scientific publishing

RQ-5 Which platforms are BC-based, and
what are their limitations?

To analyze the BC-based systems
and classify the platforms according
to features

RQ-6 Which tools are required for
low-powered smart tagging in SPS
ecosystems

To analyze the IoT-driven systems
and classify the computational
parameters

RQ-6 Which challenges are identified
with various platforms?

To get an idea of open issues that
occur while working with various
technologies for scientific
publishing

RQ-7 How can the proposed survey be
used as a guideline for all
stakeholders involved in an SPS?

To provide a view of BC and IoT in
an SPS
1

s
S
c
a
p
v
s
s
S
s

2

d

1.4.3. Data sources
To come up with a good and qualitative survey, referencing

ualitative articles is required. When searching for existing jour-
als and articles on scientific publishing, we used existing stan-
ard and electronic libraries like IEEE Xplore, Wiley, Springer, the
CM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, etc. Besides these, other re-
ources were standard technical books, scientific reports and re-
iew papers, technical websites, and literature based on academic
ublishing using various technologies.

.4.4. Search criteria
For searching articles related to the survey topic, various

trings are used like — ‘‘Blockchain-based scientific publishing’’,
‘Scientific publishing platforms’’, ‘‘Peer-review based academic
latforms’’, ‘‘Issues in scientific publishing systems’’, etc. Received
esults may be on the same title, or they may contain strings in
ontent. Fig. 3 shows search criteria that may not be considered
ach time because the abstract and article of the result may not
e relevant to the survey topic.

.4.5. Criteria of inclusion and exclusion
Searching with any string gives a bunch of articles that may be

elevant to the topic or not. So initially, inclusion and exclusion
ere done based on filtering the titles and citations (per SCOPUS
nd Google Scholar) obtained in the results. Furthermore, selected
rticles were refined based on the abstract and the conclusion,
hich gives an overview of the article. Fig. 4 represents phases
f the criteria for inclusion and exclusion decisions.

.4.6. Quality evaluation
A quality evaluation was performed based on the abstract,

he content, any reviews, and the research questions mentioned
bove. The quality evaluation was carried out by the DARE and
he CRD [23]. Table 4 shows queries that were made to evaluate
he usefulness and quality of the articles for the proposed survey.
ased on the quality of the publications, articles were selected for

eviewing scientific publishing using BC technology. p

253
Fig. 3. Search string samples.

.5. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
cribes a background that provides an overview of BC technology,
PSs, and the evolution of the SPS. Section 3 discusses both the
entralized and the BC-based architectures of SPSs. Section 4 talks
bout a BC-based solution’s taxonomy, which highlights various
latforms and tools used in scientific publishing. Section 5 lists
arious open issues and challenges in the traditional SPS, and pos-
ible future directions with a BC-enabled SPS. Section 6 presents a
ystematic case study of a BC-driven, IoT-enabled SPS, and finally,
ection 7 concludes the paper. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the
urvey in this paper.

. Overview of scientific publishing system

This section portrays an overview of scientific publishing. Also
iscussed is how BC provides security and fairness to scientific

ublishing.
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Fig. 4. Criteria for inclusion and exclusion.
Table 4
Questions for quality evaluation.
Q NO. Question Answer

1 Does the research paper improve the peer-review mechanism? Are incentives
introduced for reviewers? This increases the interest of peers in reviewing the
article and providing a fair review; hence, the quality of articles improves.
Reference papers should be selected based on these criteria.

Yes or No

2 Do we have a solution for security, privacy, and extensive data handling to
meet the need for security and privacy issues? Scalability is a significant issue
while working with a large BC, so extensive data must be stored efficiently.

Yes or No

3 Does the system support efforts in terms of time and cost? Is unpublished
work stored on the system for future use? Authors spend valuable time and
money on experiments and research, as well as publishing. It may happen
that a paper does not get published, but unsuccessful experiments can be
helpful to other authors.

Yes or No
2.1. Overview of blockchain technology

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto introduced BC technology with a
se case on bitcoins [24]. BC is the chain of blocks connected to
peer-to-peer network. Blocks are connected through the hash
alue of the previous block, and the transactions are hashed for
ecurity. A block contains a header with a block ID, the previous
lock’s hashed value, plus the BC length, difficulty target, block
ash, Merkle root, timestamp, hashed transactions, and nonce.
Fig. 6 shows the complete structure of the block and BC, which

s a decentralized technology where every node within BC verifies
ransactions [25,26]. Transactions are cryptographically secured
ith hashing. To eliminate the involvement of third parties and
aintain trust, every node has a copy of the distributed ledger

a database of old transactions) [27]. When a transaction is made
etween two parties within BC, it is validated and stored in the
istributed ledger. The distributed ledger is immutable (i.e., can-
ot be changed without interfering with the next block). Thus, BC
s secure, and records can be read or viewed anytime.

BC is a combination of distributed and cryptographic algo-
ithms, a Smart Contract (SC) is used for logic-based functionality
nd code provisioning to protect the BC. Many companies use
C-based working styles in their BCs [28]. To meet a particular
ondition in BC, the SC can be programmed using a specific
anguage, so there is no need for a third party. A new block
an be added if all the nodes validate that block because of
he distributed nature of BC. Consensus algorithms like proof-of-
ork, proof-of-stake, and proof-of-burn are performed to mine a
lock, which avoids malicious activities [29,30]. It also prevents
he double-spending problem. BC technology is cost-effective,
educing time and overhead [31,32].
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2.2. Background of scientific publishing system

Scientific publishing supports the scientific community by
providing a common platform for collaborating and sharing re-
search work [33]. Years ago, it was a challenging and lengthy
process to publish and verify research work, because documents
were published in printed form due to the lack of technology and
networks [34]. Innovative work must be submitted to a journal
editor, a department editor, and/or the managing editor, who
evaluate it based on the ideas and innovations in the manuscript.
Fig. 7 shows the submission flow of a manuscript to a prospective
journal or a conference.

The manuscript is initially submitted to one of the editors
and is then sent to reviewers. Based on the reviews, one of the
editors decides to accept the article or reject it. If reviews are
positive, then the copy goes to the department editor with the
reviews. The author pays a publishing fee, and after payment is
received, the article gets published. After publishing, a printed
copy of the accepted paper is often sent to the author(s) as a
courtesy. The article is also hosted on publishing platforms, from
where at least the abstract can usually be read for free [35], but
reading or downloading the full paper might require payment or
a subscription.

Table 5 shows the attributes of an SPS, which highlights how
peer review is one of the stages in the SPS. Recently, many
tools have been proposed for extracting metadata from published
journals or surveys to rate those collections according to priorities
and quality [36]. The traditional workflow does not support all
required features for the following reasons.
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Fig. 5. Organization of the paper.

Fig. 6. Structure of a block in a blockchain network.
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1. Collections of manuscripts, peer reviews, verification, and
validations are not transparent [37]. Only after the publica-
tion of an article is it accessible. A reproducibility problem
arises due to this lack of transparency.

2. Non-transparent peer review leads to inadequacy in the
observations and identification of reviewers. Peer-review
inadequacy can result in lower quality articles due to bi-
ased reviews.

3. Academic journals publish only successful work—research
with negative reviews is not published. Unsuccessful trials,
however, can still be helpful to other researchers working
on the same topic.

4. Less support for incentives affects the number of interest
researchers has in doing peer reviews. Researchers need
to pay publication fees, the costs of the experiments, and
spend time on the work. But the total effort and costs are
not paid for after negative reviews.

.3. Evolution of scientific publishing system

SPSs are gradually being improved in order to overcome mis-
onduct and to make it easy to access and publish information
vailable to all peers. The first academic article was published in
665 by Denis de Sallo on the history of the church and lawful
eports. The article rejection ratio was 92% in the 17th century,
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which decreased to 72% in the 18th century. In the 19th and 20th
centuries, the ratio reached 59% and 33%, respectively. ‘‘From the
1960s to 1970s, outrageous examples of faked data or plagiarism
were dismissed as aberrations’’ [38]. In 1975, research reviews
and publishing took too much time. Initially, the author(s) se-
lected the main ideas and wrote articles based on the idea of
parameter-q (the quality of the paper) [39]. After submission of
the article, the publisher reviewed it according to the q-factor and
r-factor. The author might need to make revisions to improve the
above-mentioned factors. The next step was to choose a time for
the revisions.

Based on the authors’ revisions, the quality, and the improve-
ment factor, the publisher selects papers for publishing. Articles
were submitted in printed form, which was very lengthy process.
With the advent of the computer and the Internet, online pub-
lication of articles came onto the scene. From 1990 to 2000, the
SPS was based on the HTTP protocol and the web-based approach
using HTML. After that, the next 10 years were based on the
XML-Resource Description Framework, where machine-readable
language was used, and for that, various platforms emerged.
From 2010 onwards, logic, ontology, and proof languages have
been used to publish work that is automatically communicated
between machines, and to validate published work and experi-
ments [40]. Fig. 8 shows the evaluation timeline of the scientific
publishing background. An open access journal lets readers access
articles for free, whereas to access subscription-based journals,
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Table 5
Attributes of scientific publishing system.
Attribute Sub attributes Objective

Author(s) Lead Author The person most involved with the paper.
Secondary Authors Participating authors cooperate with the lead author

Rewards of authorship Career Progress Enhances a career in research
Public Esteem Professional recognition from publicity about the work

Other players

The Referee Role is informing an editor on whether to publish or
reject the article based on the peer reviews

The Editor Responsibility for aspects of publishing the research
The Publisher Responsible for the publication’s budgets and support

for the SPS management
Reviewers Review articles to analyze the quality of work
Readers Search for, access, view, and read the article
Petitioners Implement the results of the research

Services Libraries Keep records of publications and permit access by users
Bibliographic services Make it easier to identify and retrieve published work
Fig. 8. Evaluation timeline of scientific publishing system [40].
eaders must pay for articles. Copyright is directly assigned by
he authors to subscription-based journals. Open access journals
llow authors to retain their copyright. For publishing in var-
ous fields, various electronic platforms are used based on the
ield and the type of document. Many SPS tools are developed
ver time. Fig. 9 shows the evaluation timeline of various SPS
ools. Now, there is a need for distributed systems with trust
nd validation by peer-involved parties, rather than third parties,
here all involved nodes get rewarded based on their work. The
urve of publishing in scientific research is going upwards rapidly.
uch research work is being uploaded regularly, which requires
high data-storage capability and a secured system. Annotum

2011–2016), DPubS V.2 (2004–2009), Pronum (2015–2017) are
PSs that have not recently been used. SciELO was introduced
n 1997 in Brazil. OJS was released in 2001, which is the in-
egration of Crossref, ORCID, and DOAJ. Alethia and Scholastica
were introduced in 2010 and 2011, respectively. Scholar is one
of the publishing platforms established in 2016. One BC-based
platform, the first version of Orvium, was released on 11 Octo-
ber 2018. Pluto, ScienceRoot, and ARTiFACTs are Ethereum-based
decentralized platforms released in 2018.

2.4. Adoption of IoT in scientific publishing system

Research articles submitted by prospective authors to jour-
nals are linked with author meta-information, and a variables
list is formed as a tagged object [41]. That object consists of
hash pairs as named objects, and can include authors’ biomet-
rics for preserving privacy and unique identifications. The tagged
object is called a smart object (SO) and contains the following
representational states.
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1. Object Status: Presents the SO creator, normally assigned
through meta-information of the processed manuscript.

2. Tagging parameters:Defines the associated protocols, con-
versions and encryption suites assigned to the tagged SO.
They also define the length of the original manuscript (in
pages), the encoding states, tagged IDs, and networking
protocol stack indicators.

3. Reading Sensor: Based on meta-information of author pro-
files and tagged values, the sensor units deployed read the
digital SO as uniform markup, and it is processed through
web service APIs.

2.5. Adoption of blockchain in scientific publishing system

BC technology now emerging with scientific publishing can
lead to crucial outcomes, because it has various features for
security, trust, authenticity, and fair verification. BC provides a
decentralized platform to store collections of published and un-
published work, where the submitted manuscripts, peer reviews,
statistics, and uploaded data can be tracked and viewed. BC can
be a solution to the following problems.

2.5.1. Fair rewarding
BC introduces an economic layer in terms of cryptocurrency

based on micro-payments [35]. Reviewers can join the chain by
adding a block through consensus. Articles must be reviewed for
quality, so reviewers can be rewarded based on the quality of
the reviews, which leads the system towards a fair and vibrant
collection of research work.
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Fig. 9. Evaluation timeline of scientific publishing platforms.
.5.2. Usability of unsuccessful trials
Researchers invest time, effort, and money to explore their

esearch areas. Unsuccessful trials are not kept as records in the
urrent systems. But such records could be used when any other
esearcher explores the same topic. Experiments and surveys of
nsuccessful trials can save researchers time by helping ensure
hey do not invest time and money on wrong analyses.

.5.3. Unbiased system
The authors’ identities are confidential in BC, so no reviewer

an identify an author. Thus, the article is reviewed without bias.

.5.4. Quality maintenance
Research work is verified by every peer in the chain, so an

rticle is published based on collective agreement. This reduces
he chances of publishing fake or inaccurate experiment results,
nd enhances the database quality. The traditional SPS is poor
t peer review, because reviewers have to spend time reviewing
rticles, but get nothing for doing so. Also, unsuccessful trials are
ot published despite the time, effort, and costs invested by the
uthors of the research. Researchers have to pay publication fees,
nd reviewers have to pay subscription fees to view articles.

. Architecture of scientific publishing system

In this section, we discuss both centralized and BC-based
rchitectures, their needs in the SPS, and their merits and flaws.

.1. Centralized scientific publishing architecture

Fig. 10 shows the centralized architecture of an SPS, which is
ased on publishing articles according to the peer review. Various
latforms are based on this architecture. In centralized SPS, a
ser explores the research topic and reaches identical outcomes
hat can be published worldwide online. Users retain the copy-
ight to their unique work. Initially, the author needs to write
manuscript, send it to a publisher, and pay publication fees.
he publisher sends the manuscripts to reviewers to evaluate
he article. Reviewers need to subscribe to the system and pay
ubscription fees. Based on the reviews, the publisher informs the
uthor whether an article will be published or not. To publish
t, the research work must be original and not published by any
ther source. With this system, publication is made on behalf of
central authority, i.e., the publisher. Published data are stored

n the central database. Also, the mentioned results must be
erified and proven. Drawbacks of these systems are poor quality,
ess verification, poor peer reviews, less support for unsuccessful
rials, etc.
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3.2. Blockchain-based scientific publishing architecture

Fig. 11 presents the BC-based SPS architecture that overcomes
the drawbacks of the centralized SPS. The BC-based architecture
provides security, authentication, and fair and unbiased solutions.
Peers are involved in verification and review of new articles.
There is no central authority because BC is a decentralized system.
On the front end, applications can be implemented to support
user activities like payments, rewards, article publishing, and
viewing published data. On the back end, various services like
the HTTP server and the semantic web can be implemented to
give fast responses to user requests. This works on a convenience
layer, which is one kind of interface between the end-user and the
system. SCs are executed to automate logic throughout the sys-
tem, and establish trust among academic stakeholders. The SC in-
volves roles for the system, security, consensus, rules/regulations,
etc. [42]. A BC-based SPS has blocks with block IDs, hashed
researcher IDs and details, research IDs for work carried out by
researchers, timestamps, nonces, etc. The BC-based architecture
enhances current SPS features by adding security, good quality in
peer reviews, and reward mechanisms.

4. BC-based scientific publishing: A solution taxonomy

BC is a distributed and P2P network technology, which is
more secure and immutable. It uses digital currency, rather than
physical currency [30]. Third parties are not involved in BC; peers
on the BC network perform verification and validation for re-
view. A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) includes
implementation of publishing rules and an SC to execute those
rules [43,44]. Scientific publishing platforms can be enhanced
with BC technology for research publication.

In this section, BC-based SPS are described, along with work-
flow and usage drawbacks. Based on the inherent properties
of BC-based workflows, the benefits from the adoption of BC
in an SPS are highlighted in Table 6. A detailed taxonomy is
presented in Fig. 12. Based on these sets of properties, a BC-
leveraged SPS can be categorized into seven subcategories: (i)
Open Access-based, (ii) Peer Access-based, (iii) Platform-based,
(iv) Optimization-based, (v) Tool-based, (vi) Semantic Web-based,
and (vii) Provenance-based publishing ecosystems. A detailed
survey of each of these categories follows.

4.1. Open access-based scientific publishing systems

Open access provides free access to publish, share, view,
download, and print scientific articles online. Open access offers
two ways to publish articles: either the ‘‘Gold Way’’ (published
to open access journals) or the ‘‘Green Way’’ (published to non-
open access journals). Open access is a collection of open ac-
cess journals, repositories, digital archives, electronic research,

and dissertations [45]. Open access includes repositories like
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Fig. 11. Blockchain based scientific publishing architecture.
institutional, governmental, country-specific, publisher-specific,
and document-specific, which are growing in size rapidly. Open-
OAR [46] is a worldwide directory that contains published, as
ell as non-published, articles. Open access [6] enables par-
ies to view, submit, and collect scientific work using various
pproaches.
However, open access does not support individual authors’ in-

entives because of the various approaches with complex effects.
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As growth in publishing research articles increases day by day,
the review process is impacted because peers are not interested
in reviewing articles. To overcome this issue, Openscience was
introduced as an open peer review method. The incentives mech-
anism can be more supportive of open peer review and unbiased
review. Peer reviews are stored in a repositories history using
article identification numbers if the author has chosen to make
a review public. A peer review summary includes the article ID
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Table 6
BC adoption in SPS.
BC characteristics Description Potential in SPS 1 2 3 4
Transparency A complete visible

and viewable
ledger

Instant submission and
access to journal logins by
scholars

 # G# G#

Chronology Events sequences
specified through
a timeline

Measures of submitted
articles for potential
databases in a
timestamped, phased, and
sequenced manner

 G#  G#

Time-efficient Time elapsed
between
submission of an
article to a
prospective venue
till the eventual
decision on the
article

Instantly accessible articles
through effective search
strings

# G# G# #

Consensus Agreement on
common set of
truth

Through BC, the accessible
ledger entry is appended to
all stakeholders’ chain

  #  

Miner incentives Rewards to
miners in BC for
solving difficult
puzzles with hash
smaller than
target value

BC allows fair incentives to
miners for mining
academic database updates
whenever a review event is
completed

 G#   

Auditability and
seamless integration

Assessment of
recorded ledgers
in case of illicit
use

BC leverages timestamped
ledger formation in SPS
that allows researchers,
editors and publishers to
be contactable in case of
academic misuse

  G#  

Tamper-Proof Little of no
probability of
modification of
ledger entries

It allows non-modification
in contents of the articles
post the review, acceptance
and publication process

#   G#

Decision fairness All articles
submitted for
possible
publication are
considered
equally, with no
priorities

As entries are mapped into
distributed ledgers, through
authorized credentials,
authors can see the peer
review system and the
editors’ involvement

    

1: Article Submission, 2: Peer-Blind review, 3: Comments submission, 4: Fairness in decision, #: Not Present, G#: Moderately present, and  : Completely Present.
(defined in the URL), the submission date, howmany times the ar-
ticle was rejected and/or accepted, but not the authors’ identities,
because an open peer review is unbiased and transparent.

4.2. Peer-Access based scientific publishing systems

In IoT, all devices are connected to a central device and are also
controlled in a P2P network. In BC, every node contains a replica
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of all transactions with updated information, so a failure of any
one node cannot harm any of the other nodes, which solves the
issue of the centralized IoT. The main aim behind the integration
of the IoT and BC is to overcome difficulties in the IoT [47].
Manubot provides version control for manuscripts based on BC to
provide transparency in the SPS. However, version control is only
satisfied in terms of scientific publishing [48]. Recently, DAO has
been applied to manage sensor governance rules. DAO is an SC to
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control all entities and roles based on the rules of the system. All
research work is available to validated users based on the idea of
Open Science [49]. The governance rules are run by DAJ [50].

.3. Platforms-based scientific publishing systems

Indent Some of the notable platform-based SPS are ARTi-
ACTs [51], Academic Endorsement System (AES) [49], Decen-
ralized Research Platform (DEIP) [52], INFINITCODEX (18X) [53],
rvium [50], Publish and Evaluate Onchain (PEvO) [54], Pluto [55],

Eureka [56,57], ScienceRoot [58] are BC-based scientific publishing
platforms.

ARTiFACTs is the first-ever platform based on BC technology to
publish a scientific article introduced to overcome the limitations
of scientific knowledge and attribution. ARTiFACTs works with
a digital leader that consistently keeps permanent, immutable
records of all performed transactions within the BC. ARTiFACTs is
transparent, open access, improves the sharing of data, motivates
research publication, and provides intellectual rights and identi-
ties to researchers involved in BC. GitHub and Figshare are used
as data repositories. However, ARTiFACTs does not overcome the
difficulties of scientific publishing [51].

AES is a token-based scientific publishing platform developed
on BC technology. The platform reward researchers based on their
work. The AEP score represents the impact of each researcher.
A high AEP level represents more opportunity to influence the
research community because it demonstrates the work of the
researchers, and consensus is based on it. The arrival of a new
article is validated by peers who have taken part in BC, and the
SC is there to govern the particular roles of the system developed
on Ethereum. The AES ensures users are authorized, and provides
identities through licenses and transparency in the system.

DEIP is a scientific publishing platform based on BC designed
to improve funding in the research area. Every work entry is
validated and assessed by selected peers who review the article,
and if it shows fruitful outcomes, the article will be published.
Based on the assessments, authors and peers are rewarded with
DEIP tokens. The core characteristic of DEIP is a funding method
for research projects. Depending on various published works in
DEIP, its protocols are adapted to support fund distribution among
research projects. Funding can be used to develop a system, to
provide free access to users, and to manage the reward system.
To manage and control authorized work and legitimate authors,
intellectual properties are managed by providing IP certificates
to authorized publishers for their work. The vision of DEIP is to
provide free services to users, protocols to ensure funding and
transparency, and reward/incentive methods [52].

The primary objective in designing INFINITCODEX (18X) was to
publish and review scientific methods using BC technology. An
SC is taken from the scenario to represent the content and make
a trustworthy system using hashing. This system also supports
a reward/incentives mechanism, and ensures quality in the pub-
lication. The protocol layer governs the rules and protocols for
consensus. The service layers represent services to develop ap-
plications as heterogeneous technologies at the application layer.
Key features are transparency, the integrity of published articles,
and gathering all researchers on the same trustworthy platform,
where there is no involvement of a third party. Transparency is
provided in reviewing articles, and an updated ledger is available
to all peers who are involved in BC. Data can be accessed using
APIs or SCs, which are stored in a decentralized network. This
platform does not support a funding mechanism [53].

Orvium is a token-based platform that integrates BC tech-
nology with the SPS. Orvium provides copyright protection, and
licenses the work to owner/researchers, through which the re-
searcher gets control of the published work. After publishing the
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manuscript, it is directly available, and participates in all nodes
that can review the manuscript and validate it based on the au-
thor getting incentives. Thus, Orvium is transparent and promotes
open science. The key features of Orvium are proof-of-existence
as a consensus mechanism upon submission, lower costs, a re-
ward/incentives method, transparency and efficiency, and pro-
tecting intellectual property rights of the researcher. Orvium uses
orvium as database storage, and for front end and back end ap-
plications, it uses web applications and APIs, respectively. Orvium
supports the DAO to create and run DAJ [50]. As per the study,
Orvium does not provide BC technology support for previously
published tasks.

PEvO [54] is implemented using Steem BC to integrate BC with
a scientific publishing platform that makes a more secure system
with a fair distribution of rewards. Transparency is provided be-
cause the article is available to users for review after submission,
and users can review articles based on their interests. Privacy
is provided using public-key encryption, and a filter function is
provided to conduct undisturbed meetings between authorized
users [59]. Other than storing data on Steem, PEvO also supports
uploading posts containing an overview of the data, title, authors,
results, and other required data. Nevertheless, PEvO does not
overcome all the issues with SPSs.

Pluto is a decentralized system that manages the updating of
results in a research area by involving SCs for the SPS. Pluto is
a BC-based SPS that uses tokens to reward published work. A
researcher can publish, review, store, and view articles related
to experiments. Information and transactions are stored in the
database interface and updated using a ledger. Users can protect
their published work and identity by using digitization, since
Pluto allows users to retain copyright. For submission of an article,
peer review is conducted, and a reputation score is used to
indicate the user’s research contribution. Rewards are distributed
as tokens based on the evaluation of a peer.

Rather than being limited to traditional journal publishing and
online platforms to disseminate content, Pluto decentralizes the
SPS, which deals with a narrow view of scientific publishing in
journals and books that are more familiar for academic research
promotion [55].

Eureka is one of the BC-based scientific publishing platforms
that uses a public BC to bring accessibility and trust to the whole
operation [56,60]. Eureka provides Node.js as a back-end applica-
tion, a front-end DApp, and Ethereum for implementation. The SC
defines the involved role, reward system, validation, and trust.
The key components of the Eureka scientific publishing platform
are depicted in Fig. 13. Eureka consists of six steps, which are as
follows.

• First is to submit a manuscript via SC in Eureka. The paid
amount will be locked within the SC, and afterwards will be
used for compensating all parties involved.

• In the second step, when a new article is triggered in the
system, the convenience layer—a combination of MongoDB
and Node.js in Eureka is used to inform reviewers about
the new arrival. The convenience layer will select some
reviewers from already added reviewers in the SC.

• Third is the reward system in Eureka. After submitting re-
views, if they are consistent and sensible, reviewers get
rewarded in Eureka tokens. There may be more than one
cycle for peer review, and then, reviewers get the reward
after the completion of all cycles.

• The fourth step informs the author about the reviews re-
ceived. If a re-submission is required, there are no additional
fees except for gas transaction fees.

• In the fifth step, an editor validates the manuscript. After
validation, the editor gets a Eureka token as compensation.
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Fig. 13. Eureka scientific publishing platform architecture.
• In the sixth step, referenced authors receive compensation
if the research work gets published.

ScienceRoot is a BC-based scientific publishing and decentralized
collaboration platform, utilizing token-based publishing [58]. A
digital wallet stores all transactions within the BC. The SC is
used to define roles and to govern rules using a proof-of-stake
consensus mechanism. Key features are publishing and review-
ing articles, governing rules using SCs, reward mechanisms with
science tokens, research funding management, and protecting
intellectual property rights by providing an ORCID ID to authen-
ticated researchers. ORCID is commonly used by most research
applications to provide a digital identity to researchers. ‘‘Science-
Root Journal’’ is one of the approaches of ScienceRoot to provide
decentralized open access as its journals. APFs are required for
generation of tokens in reward distributions. The current open
access platform does not reward reviewers and authors. Science-
Root journal is based on decentralized open access, which uses
a science token to reward reviewers. The reward is distributed
based on unbiased reviews. A science token is also given to
authors who take part and publish articles successfully in BC.
ScienceRoot is highly biased toward token-based management of
the research system, and to using its own ScienceRoot journal
instead of an existing publishing platform.

4.4. Optimization-based scientific publishing systems

A cloud-based system is Internet-dependent and provides am-
ple storage to deal with big-data issues as day-by-day article
publishing increases. Chen et al. [61] presented a workflow model
named Kepler Scientific Workflow, which is based on the reusabil-
ity of cached data on a storage node in the cloud. Logical rep-
resentations of the workflow can be presented using a DAG in
which nodes and edges represent workflow tasks and data flow.
The use of cached data reduces processing time as well as costs
and increases efficiency.

The cloud supports sharing former dataset output, which helps
to avoid repeated task execution. Like iterative loops, if the output
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is the same as the previous output for the same collection of
datasets and input, repeating an unsuccessful task is avoided.
The previous output is saved in the cloud. So, it is necessary
to decide how many parts of the datasets will be stored for
cost-effectiveness and greater efficiency. Workflow execution ef-
ficiency can be calculated based on the shortest finishing time,
several preprocessors, and operational costs like computation,
storage, and transferring data. For executing any task in the cloud,
it takes a long time from the front end to the cloud, which directly
affects cost. The smart re-run algorithm is based on provenance
capturing and management abilities. The idea of caching datasets
in the cloud can be attained with the ACS, which introduces a
mechanism to get a near-optimum solution for caching. Just as
real ants use pheromones to find the optimum path to food from
source to destination, a path with more pheromones has a greater
probability of being selected by the ants, and the ACS algorithm
behaves the same way. The ACS algorithm is an NP-Hard problem,
just like Knapsack and Traveling Salesman problems. Initially,
this algorithm gets information, like execution time, datasets,
and input for tasks, based on the system. A workflow topological
algorithm is assigned to tasks using the Kepler algorithm. Based
on pheromones, tasks positioned on nodes are selected for cached
output in the cloud. After that, the global pheromone is updated
and continuously loops until getting the best output. One of the
problems is how open science can be provided as a service in
the cloud for scientific publishing. Cook et al. [62] developed
one tool called N3phele as a solution for scientific publishing
in the cloud. N3phele adapts some resources and a browser,
allowing researchers to experiment with complex analysis in the
cloud. To maintain and utilize complex scientific software in the
infrastructure, some approaches are there.

BioLinux is used to provide access to analytic tools. BioLinux is
one of the software builds that were packaged as virtual machines
in the cloud. Virtual machine builds could be directly downloaded
by an authenticated user to execute a task, and by that time,
builds were packaged as Virtual Machine Images [63]. Packaged
software builds only work when there is a scale of 100 cores,
with a considerable size in the datasets and several tools in
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sequence [64]. Domain-specific packages like QIIME [64] work on
a scripting language that combines several tools to publish a new
algorithm demonstrated by researchers.

Tools like Galaxy [65] and CloVR, [66] are used for computation
intensive tasks supporting powerful tools. Galaxy is publicly
vailable as a web service as well as a downloadable package.
esearch can add new components and, based on reviews, re-
earchers need to modify or extend the organization of com-
onents. A portal is provided as-a-service to process data by
ploading datasets to the portal site.
After publishing an algorithm to a packaging group, tools are

hecked for applicability and compatibility with already exist-
ng tools and, based on those tools, are accepted or rejected.
owever, as the number of components increases day by day, it
s complex to maintain a package. Another approach is a work
latform package built where the workflow engine is used to
rganize several pipeline analysis tools.
Nevertheless, software-as-a-service is capable of providing

imited resources to give best-effort processing. An infrastructure-
s-a-service cloud allows researchers to ask to publish an article
n the cloud and, based on rights, researchers get approval to
ublish it. It is more secure because authenticated users can
et access to stored articles. N3phele allows researchers to get
ccess by approving requests for analytic pipelines in a cheap
nd effective cloud infrastructure [67]. This approach contains
eatures like easy reprehensibility of results because results are
n cloud storage, and users are allowed to publish their latest
eveloped algorithms and tools. A REST API is invoked in all
nteractions. Nowadays, reprehensibility and replication is a sig-
ificant problem in SPSs. Many researchers cannot reproduce the
xperimental outcomes they published. Since copying from other
ublished articles is illegal, referenced articles must be cited to
void plagiarism. The output of scientific research can be one
f two types: model or algorithm. Crick et al. [68] presented
fforts to make easy reproduction of computational models and
lgorithms, which automatically checks for errors in results and
erifies replication. The aim is to overcome overhead, added effort
o make models and algorithms, reusability of data by a third
erson, and unreported technical information.
Complex protocols can be tackled using an approach to au-

omating the process by scripting various publication parameters.
or example, myExperimentproject [69] makes it easy to share
n idea and publish or reuse scientific workflow. In scientific
esearch management, the result of an experiment is a key fea-
ure, so reproducing the result is also one of the mandatory
asks. Benchmarks are available, just like publishing and research
ata on open access; researchers only need to integrate these
enchmarks when executing an algorithm [70]. This technique
akes publication and external validation easier. It lets users
hare ideas that have not been explored yet, leading researchers
o more productive work. This leads to effective and worthy
hanges to scientific publishing because every authenticated user
an share experiments without worrying about reproducibility.
owever, the idea of integrating BC technology with the cloud
rovides more security, as well as high storage capacity [71]. This
ind of platform allows researchers to publish their work while
rotecting their rights, and trust is maintained by participating
odes.
Before implementing or studying a particular algorithm, it is

ecessary to register the algorithm on an open service to run it
ith a set of benchmarks. Incentives, reward methods, and high
torage capacities lead users toward BC-based cloud platforms to
hare innovative ideas about research and get rewards. It also
rovides open access to users so they can read published papers,
ite them, and verify the results of the experiments before pub-
ishing an article that overcomes the issue of the reproducibility
risis. It also checks for plagiarism in a better way, to deal with
he replication problem in scientific publishing, since copying
thers’ published work without citing it is unethical.
263
4.5. Tool-based scientific publishing systems

While working with several files to create a scientific article,
the referenced articles’ metadata makes the task easy. Currently,
used tools do not guarantee the privacy or authenticity of the
user. Some tools based on BC are used to extract metadata and
annotate data with the user’s authenticity. Online availability is
also provided. Gipp et al. [72] introduced CryptSubmit, a BC-based
tool for timestamped manuscript submission and peer review
feedback that enhances security. However, unsuccessful trials
and rewarding are not included. Media Matrix [73] is a tool for
improving the education system, helping to integrate media with
online study material, annotate extra information, and publish
streaming media found online.Media Matrix is a server-side book-
mark tool that searches digital media from the web and loads
them into the editor. The editor allows users to change the media
format, such as size, and to crop, save, and segment video based
on need. The video is saved on the user’s portal page with links,
so whenever the user wants, they can access the media. This
tool does not support extracting metadata [74]. To solve this, we
can use metadata-extracting tools like GROBID, Mendeley Desktop,
arsCit, PDFMeat, etc., which are based on the SVM, the HMM,
nd the CRF [75]. Media matrix is also beneficial for students

because they can join groups created by teachers and access
documents published by a teacher. Users can change or share
their reviews in annotation form. GROBID is a machine learning-
based bibliographical and citation mining tool [76]. GROBID and
ParsCit are based on the CRF approach. GROBID classifies data
according to the title, author, references, and metadata, per the
flow of representational information. Classification is based on
topic, where articles with the same title are kept under the same
cluster. The GROBID API creates an XML/TEI-encoded document,
and parses this document to identify the topic name and refer-
ences as text using the FullText API. The SVM and Naive Bayes
are used for classification, which finds the topic of the mentioned
references within the document. Classification, based on the topic
name, may lead to wrong classifications if the topic name consists
of only a few words. Output accuracy and data processing time
are somehow different in both Naive Bayes and SVM algorithms.
Initially, data processing takes place, and after that, classification
is done by splitting the dataset into 90% training data and 10%
testing data. The result is displayed as a classification and con-
gruity score [77]. ParsCit, [78] is token-based and provides high
accuracy for segmenting reference strings, locating and delimiting
reference strings, and locating citations. It is limited to varying
sizes of the dataset.

Mendeley Desktop uses the SVM approach [79] considering the
number of reading articles selected by researchers. After that,
according to the details and keywords of an article, it is kept in
a similar group [80], which can be helpful to researchers in the
future. Citation is done directly to Mendeley, rather than using
ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, etc.Mendeleyworks with the Chrome
rowser, and supports online work, so the researcher can edit and
pdate the article, download a PDF, and make it available every
ime, so anyone can access a particular article anytime. A web-
ased tool, Mendeley provides open access and is used for citation
nd annotation of documents. Mendeley Desktop has issues from
oor screen reader compatibility and not providing accessibility
eatures.

PDFMeat [81] is based on queries where the results are re-
urned from Google Scholar only. It manages to publish articles
n a semantic basis. PDFMeat makes the task easy by extracting
he metadata of downloaded files and linking them with a rel-
vant file. PDFMeat presents a tool to automatically determine
ibliographic metadata from PDFs of research publications [81].
ey features are integrated metadata with the appropriate file,
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and semantic searches for referencing are based on correct pub-
lication metadata, supporting a bibliography. To extract meta-
data from the file, PDFMeat uses the available data plus queries
to Google Scholar, which provides publication metadata repre-
sented in HTML and a user-specified structure. Based on queries,
matching answers from the full text will be given based on
the metadata. Valuable annotations, like email IDs of authors,
institutions with locations, and the publication year, are required.
The country, institution, and department can be derived using
the provided mail ID of the author. To store extracted metadata
on the semantic desktop, PDFMeat, manages a local database
that connects metadata with corresponding files using identifiers.
Per the inode value, metadata is stored within a local database,
and XMP and BibTeX formats are used to accomplish the task of
retrieving the metadata.

To retrieve metadata like the title, year, venue, and other
metadata entries, the ACM Digital Library is used. For metadata
extraction, the tool must support an interface to integrate custom
projects/plain text, PDFs, libraries of other programs, and in case
of bulk modeling, no user interaction is required. However, the
output must be machine-readable data, i.e., XML, because it is an
utomated tool. To share, find, and combine published data, LDT
an be used [82]. LDT supports changing sizes, formats, accesses,
nd schema, and it deals with data heterogeneity and resource
iscovery. While processing data, various tools like editors, lexical
ata linkers, data transformers, tools to store data, and tools to
iew data are required.
LDT is all about extracting data, transforming them, and then

oading them into a store known as ETL, which requires the
upport of engineers, data researchers, and developers. If data are
n a large scale, then this tool divides the data into multiple files
nd chunks by using chunk processing that is done at the end of
ultiple steps. A generator is the owner of the actual dataset, in-
ependent of a linked data format. Simultaneously, the publisher
s responsible for processing, such as selecting data, cleaning
hem, improving the data by dropping unnecessary columns, and
ransforming data. Data extraction tools are required to deal with
eterogeneous data of various data resources when extracting in-
ormation. Data transformation tools consist of two parts: lexical
nd semantic. Lexical data transformation tools are required for
xtracting features from a dataset based on a lexical analysis,
nd output data are regular expressions and generated lexical
ules. Semantic data transformation tools are supposed to act
n input data by performing changes to the structure, the RDF,
he classes, and the ontology. Data storage tools are supposed to
rovide storage, scalability, and data availability, and an interface
o deal with stored data. Scalability is based on the ability of
he system to manage the storage of large datasets. Virtuoso,
tarDog, and Jena Sesame are used to store linked data on the
eb. Visualization tools represent data in a flexible format. To
espond to a query with the best result, it is necessary to validate
he results of lexical and semantic data tools performed by data-
uality tools. It increases the trust of the user, the reusability of
inked data, and consistency. The data publisher transforms given
ata into linked data using lexical methods. Creation under LDT
s time-consuming.

Table 7 shows a relative comparison of state-of-the-art tools,
r frameworks used in scientific publishing.

.6. Semantic web-based scientific publishing systems

Shen et al. [83] proposed a web-based publishing system for
cientific data known as VisualDB. It acts as a whole-data source
o connect relational records and files distributed in repositories.
t is used to link published scientific data with interfaces to
ake integration easier in HTML pages. Scientific publishing is
264
performed based on HTML representations, linked data inter-
faces for scientific data, and customization by VisualDB. In HTML
epresentation, the structure is based on EntitySet and entity in-
ormation. The system also provides options for controls like text
abels, HTML fragment viewers, a picture viewer, a video player,
map views, etc. Linked data are used as a lightweight solution
for publishing machine-readable information, and the interface
is based on the LEM. VisualDB is reliable at changing formats,
and also provides an encapsulation method for visible/invisible
components. This system does not support the semantic web for
scientific publishing, as well as more VDBServers.

To meet the need for the semantic web in scientific publish-
ing, Lee et al. [40] presented a vision of the semantic web that
makes human–computer interaction easy, and that transfigures
scientific publishing. Using the semantic web supports machine-
readable content in XML, and provides various tools to create
content files. XML-based tools make users claim topics based on
parts of the document. However, a new language (proof, logic,
and ontology language) would allow researchers to describe ex-
periments in more depth, with the locations of included images or
metadata, rather than only topics. A semantic web-based system
provides methods that publish results of experiments on the web,
automatically sharing them with trusted parties on an emerging
web page containing shareable information. Automated methods
would be facilitated by the semantic web, which helps users
to understand the content produced. Machine-readable content
or self-evolving translators provide a facility called Automated
Translation between the input of data mining and the output of
scientific devices, and a group of researchers can interact with
technical data produced by other researchers. So, it overcomes
the problem of miscommunication.

Everest [84] is a web-based platform that provides features like
online sharing and publishing. A set of applications can be run
and executed on distributed resources. Everest lets authenticated
users publish articles or tasks, execute them, and collect results
in a distributed system. Computational units are used to execute
and run tasks. The cloud is introduced as a PaaS, with the Everest
platform providing ample storage capacity and online access.
Everest is flexible at joining any application and runs on various
resources. Challenges include enabling a platform to access arti-
cles and publish them, and decoupling computational resources
so that local resources can be used to execute the model. The
Everest architecture comprises three main layers. The first is the
REST API, which provides users the right to access resources,
functionalities, and applications. The second is the application
layer. As the name suggests, it enables users to interact with
applications by providing input, and it hosts the environment of
the application for users. Everest supports reusable computational
components. The third layer is the compute layer. Everest initially
uthenticates or authorizes the user, and validates the values
iven by the user as input. After parsing input, a new job is
reated to keep watch on the user’s request status and to col-
ect output according to requests [85]. As per the requirements,
t converts the input into several tasks as computational units
nd executes all computational tasks. After getting results, it
enerates a new task to execute, and output is sent to the user.

.7. Provenance sharing-based scientific publishing systems

Provenance is defined as the information used and produced
uring the SPW. It can be the input/output of publishing, the
asks, the results of experiments, the necessary resources, or time
imits. It may happen that the researcher is not ready to accept
esults directly produced by a scientific workflow. It may happen
hat, for security and rights, the author does not share his/her
ork in a distributed community. To address the aforementioned
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Table 7
A relative comparison of state-of-the-art tools/frameworks used in scientific publishing.
Tool/
Framework

ARTiFACTS
[51]

Academic
Endorse-
ment
System
(AES) [49]

Decentral-
ized
Research
Platform
(DEIP) [52]

INFINIT-
CODEX
(18X) [53]

Manubot
[48]

Orvium
[50]

PEvO [54] Pluto [55] Eureka [56] ScienceRoot
[58]

Token-
based
System

– Yes,
Academic
endorse-
ment
Point

Yes,
security
token,
asset-based
tokens,
algorithmic
token, etc.

– – Yes Yes Yes,
EUREKA
tokens
(EKA)

Yes, science
token

Supports
Open
Access

Yes – – – – Yes – Yes Yes Yes,
ScienceRoot
journals

Interface – Ethernet Oracle webUI – Web appli-
cations,
Orvium

Web
applications

Ethereum Ethereum –

Transparent
and
Efficient

Yes, uses
cryptography
hash to
secure
manuscripts,
and peers
review the
article

Yes,
account
users are
connected
in BC and
can verify
transactions

Yes, every
node has
sharding
key which
is used to
verify
transaction
details
stored at
one
particular
node of
cluster

Yes,
information
is available
to all
involved
users and
peer-review
is also
supported

Yes, by
providing
BC-based
version
control to
articles

Yes, Open
peer review
- reward
mechanism

Yes, users
can verify,
publish and
review
articles

Yes, open
peer review
- reward
mechanism

Yes, users
can verify,
publish and
review
articles

–

Connecting
Researchers
to Funding

– Yes,
researchers
can
perform
transactions
for
scientific
publishing
in terms of
academic
endorse-
ment
points as
currency

– – – – – Yes – Yes, it
grants
funding to
researchers

Intellectual
Property
Manage-
ment

Yes – Yes, by
providing
IP
certificates

– – Yes,
provides
copyrights
and license

– Yes,
provides
copyright
control

– Yes

Establishing
Researcher
Identity

Yes, by
providing
intellectual
rights and
can join BC
by
performing
some tasks

Yes, all
accounts
users are
connected
in BC as
scientific
author

– – – Yes – Yes Yes, all
peers can
publish
articles as
a trusted
user

Yes,
provides
ORCID

Data
Sources are
Transparent
or Not?

Yes, by using
open data
repositories
like GitHub,
Figshare

Yes, as
every
transaction
are updated
in
distributed
ledger

Yes, as this
system
stores
history of
all
transaction
using
sharding
key, IP
ledger

– – Yes,
efficient
data
sharing

Yes, private
sources are
hidden
using
private key
encryption

Yes,
provides
Digital
object
identifier

Yes, each
participated
user
reviews
paper and
the
updated
record is
stored to
every node

Yes,
accessible
by all users

Own
Publishing
Platform

– Yes Yes – – – Yes Yes Yes –

Supports
Traditional
Publishers

Yes – – – – – – – Yes –
problems, there is a need for a trustworthy provenance system.
The current BC-based SPS is a highly secured and decentralized
system. It maintains a public ledger with all updated transactions
validated by peers so that no malicious node can alter records.
It also keeps track of all unsuccessful records, which can help
another researcher produce correct results apart from that. Each
published work or workflow is secured with a hash value, so it is
challenging to know which task is from which workflow [86].

Provenance is all about information that is used or generated
uring the execution of work. Information can be a task, input,
utput, datasets, resources, etc. BC-based provenance sharing of
265
a scientific workflow helps to improve trustworthiness and pro-
tect researchers’ rights by handling the provenance on BC and
providing data offline. Scientific workflow is an algorithm that
shows a series of steps to publish data based on dependencies,
per the DAG. It may happen that researchers do not want to
share the results of experiments, or they have less willingness
or courage to share, so trustworthiness in provenance sharing
is more important. This can be helpful while searching for the
same experiments or processing the same data. The output will
remain the same, so basically, this saves time as well as storage in
provenance sharing, and maintains metadata for segment search.
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Fig. 14. Research challenges in traditional SPS.

y using BC in provenance sharing, the rights, data workflow,
nd other interests can be secured by guaranteed provenance
roviders. ProChain is based on provenance sharing, which allows
esearchers to join a peer-to-peer network.

As a part of BC, researchers can share the provenance of a
ecord with another node of the BC using a transaction mech-
nism, and the public ledger will be updated. For data-transfer
fficiency and costs, data will be transported off-chain to another
ser. That is how provenance sharing works (on-chain for trans-
ctions and off-chain for transportation) using BC. In ProChain, the
lock contains the hash of the previous block, the timestamp, and
he blockchain length, version, metadata root, transaction root,
nd data root. It stores metadata, transaction history, records,
nd hashing values. ProChain uses Merkle tree-based hashing. A
loom filter is used to trace which block contains specific data.
or verifying transactions and results, a backtrack transaction
lgorithm is used.

. Research challenges and future directions through BC-
riven SPS

In this section, we present the prevalent research challenges
RCs) in the SPS and possible key directions to the challenges
hrough BC. Due to the properties of chronological and times-
amped entry over distributed publishing stakeholders, BC ad-
resses many of the presented key challenges and has ample
cope for further exploration in SPSs. These details are as follows.

.1. Research challenges of traditional SPS and possible BC-based
olutions

The traditional SPS is based on sharing ideas, work, reviewing,
nd publishing, and based on the reviews, one needs to update
he work. Fig. 14 depicts the key RC visually, and the details of
he same are as follows.

1. RC1: Fair Rewarding: The traditional SPS does not support a
reward mechanism to compensate someone for reviewing
an article. Due to this, interest in reviewing is decreasing.

2. RC2: Open access to experimental results: Traditional SPSs,
in most cases, do not present the methods of experimental
simulations included in the manuscript, which makes it
difficult for prospective researchers to recreate the results
in a trusted manner.
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3. RC3: Count of unsuccessful trials and tracking: Traditional
SPSs do not provide a fair tracking structure for unsuccess-
ful trials in a particular manuscript for any journal. The
information is presented only to the corresponding author.
However, the information must be transparent to future
editors and reviewers to ensure constructive suggestions
and improvements to a manuscript.

4. RC4: Quantification of research impact: In the traditional
SPS, the research impact of a particular manuscript is not
quantifiable. The impact is measured for the journal, and
an assumed premise is that top impact-factor journals only
have high-quality manuscripts. Thus, a quantifiable formu-
lation is required to measure the true impact of a research
article, which can be publicly displayed to all prospective
authors in similar domains.

5. RC5: Description to data-set usage: The academic databases
do not cite the descriptions of the publicly available
datasets, or the usage of the datasets in the research ar-
ticles submitted to a journal. The information might be
critical for deciding the most appropriate dataset for usage
in a particular domain or problem statement. Also, an
unsuccessful trial is not stored in repositories. When any
other researcher is working in the same field, the same
failure may happen to him/her. So, if unsuccessful trials are
kept in repositories, it can help researchers save time, costs,
and effort.

6. RC6: Quantifying Review Process: The review process needs
to be quantified based on reviewer experience and research
work in the particular domain. Authors need to be assured
that their hard-won articles are in safe hands and are
understood by researchers in the same domain. Also, post
revision, the manuscript might be reviewed by another
person who is not aware of the previous version. Thus,
chronological tracking and transparent versioning is a key
concern.

7. RC7: Availability and scalability: Document availability
through public repositories needs to be available with
adequate uptime. Also, under heavy loads, the retrieval
time should be minimized through proper caching and
load-balancing strategies.

8. RC8: Inter-platform Compatibility: Traditional SPSs support
different databases for the storage of manuscripts. Due to
different query engines, the query fire needs to intercon-
nect to external links and engines to display the manuscript
correctly on the receiver system.

C-based SPS can support rewarding, fair verification, unbiased
eer-review, security, authenticity, etc. Fig. 15 shows the possible
ey directions to research challenges of traditional SPS.

.2. Issues of blockchain-driven scientific publishing systems

BC-driven SPS also has some issues, which are as follows.

1. Emerging old dataset: For research in any field, previous
work must be verified and available to the system. To
publish an article using BC technology, old records must
emerge on the proposed platform. However, it is complex
to integrate them.

2. Scalability: As distributed systems have provided more scal-
ability, research work has been progressing since 1665, and
the number of research works has increased exponentially.
For publishing systems, all records are necessary. This can
lead to an issue over storing the data.

3. Other: Resources should be compatible and user-friendly
because researchers are more comfortable with traditional

platforms. The main question for existing publishers, who
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Fig. 15. Possible key directions through a BC-driven SPS ecosystem.
have a significant role in scientific publishing, is whether
they will accept BC technology or be a part of new systems.
Malicious activities also can be performed on-chain, so this
could lead to security issues.

. Hyperledger-driven IoT-enabled SPS: A case study

The section highlights a case study of a hyperledger-driven SPS
hat integrates the IoT through low-powered sensing protocols.
oT sensors were placed as wireless tags that sense low-powered
FID signals through an emitter. The tags were applied to submit-
ed electronic versions of the manuscripts [87]. The case study en-
isions a hyperledger-based governance architectural framework
hat replaces the traditional journal database with distributed
PFS storage, with meta-information linked to consortium BC as
n external key Ref. [88]. A trust-based submission platform is
ormed where all the academic stakeholders assure transparency,
thics, and integrity in review compliance. The players in the SPS
nd their associated roles are defined based on key resources
hrough the submission system. The functionalities and the as-
ociated actions for a possible IoT-enabled BC-based SPS are
iscussed, along with a parametric comparison, the details of
hich are presented in Table 8.
267
6.1. Handshake diagram for BC-assisted IoT-enabled SPS

The section discusses the communication (handshake) be-
tween the different entities. Fig. 16 depicts the same. In the tradi-
tional article submission process, we assume that any prospective
author logins using the ORCID identifier in the journal submission
page, and submits the article, for which an identifier is presented
to the author. Any further updates or queries to the journal
requires this identifier for further correspondence. In the BC-
assisted SPS, the submitted manuscript is stored in IPFS ledger,
which provides a content hash and IPFS URL to refer to the article.
The content hash is of 32 bytes, and is stored as a transaction in
a block, which is then linked to the authors wallet address. At
this point, a successful submission status is sent as notification
to the author, and then for smart tagging, it is forwarded to the
IoT-sensors. Here, we assume RFID tags attached to the article,
which generates the meta-information in a JSON file which is
parsed later. Such articles are termed as smart manuscripts (SM).
The IoT-profile tags are sent back to the author, and the editor is
notified of the profile and meta-tag information.

At the editor end, based on authors profile, and his past pub-
lication history, possible researchers who might have conflict of
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Table 8
Stakeholders and their roles in the BC-driven IoT-enabled SPS.
Parameters Actors Involved Key Resources Functionalities Action 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

IoT and BC

Author

Submitted
Manuscript

Author ORCID,
Affiliation

Map manuscript ID
to author ID

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

IoT and BC SM Copies Manuscript ID,
Manuscript Format

Create multiple SM
copies as instance of
submitted object

✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

IPFS and
IoT

Meta and Profile
Tags

Tag ID, Tag Value,
IPFS hash, Merkle
value

Hashed instances of
stored manuscript in
IPFS, with matching
keyword tagging

✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

IoT Sensor exchange RESTFul APIs,
XML/JSON format

Tag values mapped
to reading sensors
that stores SM object
information

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

IoT and BC Journal Editor Authorization keys Key ID, Digital Sign Journal editor picks
up the mapped SM
object and fetches
manuscript from IPFS

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

BC Anonymous
reviewers

Timestamped
manuscript

Timestamp, Merkle
hash

Meta-information of
fetched manuscript is
updated in BC and
timestamped to be
forwarded to
reviewers.

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

BC Journal Editor,
Anonymous
Reviewer

Reviewers decision Timestamp, Merkle
Hash, Smart
Contract

Once manuscript is
reviewed by
peer-blind reviewers,
SC is initiated among
editor and reviewer

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

BC Journal Editor,
Author

Manuscript
Decision

Smart Contract Based on reviews
and comments, SC is
executed between
author and journal
editor to inform
review decision

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

BC Publisher Assigning DoI and
updating meta and
profile tags

Timestamp,
Manuscript DoI,
Manuscript
Meta-information,
Volume Number,
Serial Number,
Bibtex and citation
formats

In case of
acceptance, the
article is forwarded
to publisher to
assign DoI, meta and
tag information on
journal databases

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

1. Barcode Tagging, 2. SM Object, 3. Meta-tags, 4. Profile-Tags, 5. Sensor Mapping, 6. Uniform formats, 7. Wallets, 8. Smart Contracts, 9. IPFS, 10. DoI, 11. Authorization
nterest are searched, and located. These persons are not assigned
s anonymous reviewers in our system. The status is reflected
rom submitted to reviewer assigned, which further changes to
rticle under review. The step is necessary to assure a transparent
eview system. Once reviewers complete the review process, the
eview decision and comments are added to smart contract be-
ween the editor and the reviewer’s. The smart tags are updated
n blockchain and status changes to decision pending status. If
rticle is rejected, the changes are reflected to reject, and tags are
eleted. Once article is accepted after revision, a block with the
urrent timestamp is mined and added, and version controlling
s done. Finally, the article is sent to the publishers who add DoI
o the article, and update the information in BC. The changes are
eflected in the IPFS database through the content key hash.

.2. System flow of the proposed case study

Based on the key stakeholders and associated roles as dis-
ussed in Table 8, we now envision the system flow in the design
f the BC-driven SPS. The details are presented in Fig. 17, in which
he design elements of the BC-enabled SPS consist of four phases:
anuscript submission, IoT–SM object assignment, peer review,
nd notification. The details of the phases are as follows.

.2.1. Phase I: Manuscript submission
In phase I, the submission front end is managed through a

esponsive Web3.js library, with dispatcher sequences designed
ver react.js for an enhanced UI. The author uses the ORCID iden-
ifier to log in to the BC front-end application. Once the document
s successfully submitted, document hash H is generated and
d
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linked to the author’s wallet,Wauth. The front-end space also pro-
vides the author with UX integration to link to a legacy submis-
sion database. At the back end, the submitted manuscript is con-
verted into JSON tag objects as meta-information. The manuscript
is stored in the IPFS ledger with the reference hash linked to the
JSON object. This ensures an off-chain environment and allows
higher scalability of mined transactions in main chain struc-
tures. The JSON object also ensures uniformity and lightweight
exchange over distributed network channels.

6.2.2. Phase II: IoT-SM object assignment
In phase II, the tags are assigned special barcode sequences

that are smart RFIDs, specifically designed to communicate with
low-powered sensor integrations. The integrated smart RFID tag
JSON codes are termed SM objects. Such objects allow low com-
putation costs, compared to the digital barcode versions. They
also ensure low-powered security extensions to be embedded
through small micro-sensor chips that form meta-tag identity
encryption, thereby ensuring the privacy of linked academic
manuscripts submitted by the authors. SM objects consist of
the 4-tuple SO_identifier, SO_creator, SO_Type, QoS_markers. SO_
identifier represents the unique ID for the author’s JSON code ob-
ject, referring to the externally stored IPFS manuscript. SO_creator
represents the research information, while SO_type represents
the type of manuscript submission (e.g. special issue or regular
submission), and QoS_markers defines the QoS associations with
the object. Based on SO_type and the linked JSON attributes,
two sets of information are presented: meta-tags and profile
tags. Meta-tags of the SM objects represent header information,
and profile tags present the manuscript submission information.
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Fig. 16. Handshake diagram between stakeholders of BC-driven IoT-enabled SPS.
ased on QoS_markers, both meta-tags and profile tags of SM ob-
ects are scanned through readers to publish information through
istributed pipes to the journal editor.

.2.3. Phase III: Peer-review
In phase III, the journal editor, on receiving the meta-tag and

rofile tag information of an SM object, links the tag informa-
ion to generated hash Hd of the author. At the same time, the
ditor logs in through the front-end BC DApp and accesses the
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manuscripts submitted to journals by different authors. Based
on extracted hash Hd, wallet information Wauth is referenced.
SM object tags refer externally to JSON tags, and thus, meta-
information is fetched through BC. Based on the fetched hash
key, the manuscript is externally referenced through the IPFS
ledger. The manuscript and associated tag information are then
forwarded to peer-blind reviewers. The associated information
about manuscript transaction history changes indicates the re-
view phase. The reviewer forms a permissioned structure to form
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Fig. 17. A case study of BC-driven IoT-enabled SPS.
1
4
c
t

he peer review system. Once the document is reviewed, through
he front-end DApp, the reviewers execute SCs with journal ed-
tors as chain-codes through validator nodes that execute PoA
s the consensus mechanism. Based on the comments, if the
anuscript is rejected, the SM object is deleted, and a shadow
opy reference block is mined indicating the rejection. Also, each
eer reviewer is rewarded with an incentive credited to her/his
allet, Wrev. Thus, the BC-driven SPS provides a chronological,
sset-tracked, and transparent review ecosystem, with formal
ncentives for the review process, unlike the traditional SPS. Be-
ause blocks are immutable, the decision cannot be modified in
he SPS by any malicious or colluding party.

.2.4. Phase IV: Notification
As per the received comments in phase III, phase IV is initiated

or publication of the manuscripts and notifying the authors.
f there are revisions, a block is mined to indicate the current
ersion. Once a revision is submitted by an author, the version
umber is incremented to indicate the new manuscript. Based
n comments, if the manuscript is accepted, a timestamped block
ntry is mined in the online chain structure, and SM objects are
pdated with the changed information. Thus, any update indi-
ates a change in the hyperledger state, which is verified by miner
onsensus. The article, with its associated meta-tag and meta-
nformation, is forwarded to the publishing house. The tags are
canned through readers by the publishers, and DoI information is
pdated in the meta-tag. The information is then hashed, and the
ublished copy replaces the submitted copy in the BC database.
he author is then notified of the publication status, and based
n page length and open access pricing policies, the publication
harges are executed through the SC (chain-code) between editor
nd author. If payment is successful, the information is mined
n the public chain, and the manuscript is assigned the DOI and
tored in public academic repositories. The manuscript is later
ssigned the volume and series numbers for the upcoming issue
f the journal, based on SO_type.
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6.3. Computational analysis of the case study

The section presents the computational analysis of the pro-
posed case study.

6.3.1. Simulation environment
To simulate an IoT-driven BC environment, an IoT service

was set up through a unique channel deployed as a local in-
stance of the hyperledger composer running in Kubernetes to
allow docker isolation [89]. The SM object data are scanned
through low-powered readers. The data are captured and sent
through Node RED flows through a sample MQTT listener en-
vironment, running the Kubernetes instance. For chain-codes in
the proposed workflow, blockchain API keys are generated and
shared with transactional entities. The contract instance is initi-
ated through node validators in fabric instances. The transactional
results are stored in the hyperledger-chain structure [90]. To fetch
the manuscript, an IPFS hash key API call is instantiated that
authorizes the requesting entity.

6.3.2. Simulation results
To access the computational performance of the BC-driven,

IoT-enabled SPS ecosystem, we assume that hash keys are uni-
formly mapped to SM object instances in Kubernetes docker in-
stances. The details are presented in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18(a), we
evaluate the obtained transactional throughput from mapping SM
objects to JSON codes that reference the off-chain IPFS storage.
With 400 SM objects appended to different codes, IPFS off-chain
ensured a steady throughput of 31.24 transaction per seconds.
We assume that each transaction updates a log event code of
0.49 mega-bytes (MB), or 3.92 mega-bits (Mbits) of stored meta-
information. Thus, the obtained transactional throughput is ≈

22.47 Mbps. Compared to traditional distributed databases at
00 appended objects, the obtained transactional throughput is
lose to 52.45 Mbps. Because the IPFS ensures reliable, high-
hroughput, and structured object exchange through preamble
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Fig. 18. Hyperledger driven computational analysis of BC-leveraged IoT-enabled SPS Case Study [89,90].
ILPD, it achieves significant improvements in bandwidth over
traditional distributed databases.

In Fig. 18(b), we measure the computational performance of
query latency in fetching tag information through low-powered
IoT sensor automation. The fetched tag has to match the hash ID
of the SM object. From Fig. 18(b), it is evident that profile tags
are fetched more responsively than meta-tags, because author
profile tags have to match only the ORCID ID. Meta-tags have to
externally refer to the SM object module, and obtain information
through linked Kubernetes dockers. At 200 tags, the associated
latency was 9.82 s (s) for profile tags, whereas it was close to 17.4
s for meta-information. Thus, efficient low-powered networking
protocol stacks and responsive wireless channels are required to
improve query latency.

To measure the CC of the BC-based SPS, we measured the
overall latency in assigning tag information to processed ob-
jects, from review to publication. Those details are presented
in Fig. 18(c). We considered the CC of hash identifiers to be
0.00032 s, with asymmetric encryption CC to be 0.0056 s, the
block-append CC to be 0.12 s, and the merkle_root CC to be 8.23
s [36]. Based on these values, at 70 processed tag objects, the BC-
driven SPS had a CC close to 18.4 s. At 70 processed objects, the
traditional SPS had a CC of ≈ 25.87 s. Because the transactional
metadata is stored in local off-chain isolated structures, fewer
hash and encryption computations are required, improving the
computational efficiency.

Next, we measure the transaction and signing cost of mined
blocks with added profile tag information. Fig. 19(a) depicts the
cost values. Considering the hash identifiers cost to be 0.00032s,
signature generation to be 0.0056 s, and sign verification cost
to be 0.0171 s. For 200 added blocks, the transaction cost is ≈

3234.45 ms, and verifying cost is ≈ 6792.45 ms. The low cost can
be attributed to the fact that hash keys are uniformly mapped to
SM object instances, which are mapped to JSON codes and are
appended as off-chain IPFS node storage.

We measure the energy efficiency of tagging SM objects
through the standard scanning process and storing records through
IoT-based consensus schemes. For computational purposes, we
have considered secure and low-powered consensus schemes
like Proof-of-Capacity (PoC), Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) and
Leased Proof-of-Stake (LPoS). Fig. 19(b) presents the scenario.
As PoC depends on the hard-drive capacity of mining nodes,
miners with more capacity have more chances to mine the block.
With added disk capacity, more power is required to process
the tag additions. In DPoS, a high transactional throughput of
≈ 1 00 000 transactions per second can be achieved, with block
additions in ≈ 1.5 s. However, due to delegate election, DPoS
suffer from energy bottlenecks with increased tags. LPoS is a
candidate solution as miners with high computational power can
lease resources to miners with low resources, for a lease period.
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Fig. 19. Hyperledger driven cost and energy consumption analysis for BC
transactions [91].

Thus, the scheme becomes more secure against the targeted
monopoly of colluding miners, and also achieves good results in
low-powered IoT scenarios.

Finally, a discussion of the performance of the consensus
mechanisms like LPoS and DPoS is considered. The performance
is discussed for different operating systems, namely desktop
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Fig. 20. Performance and mining analysis [92].

ased applications running hyperledger instances, and to support
ow-powered SM objects, the performance is also considered in
aspberry PI systems. Fig. 20(a) presents the results. In terms of
onfiguration, the desktop runs the instance of Ubuntu 22.04 LTS,
nd has 16 GB DDR3 for memory. For Raspberry PI, a Raspian
NU license is considered on Linux Jessie platform, with low 1 GB
DRAM, with external memory of 32 GB. In both cases, we run the
erver machine for article submission, and use lightweight hash
eccak signature algorithm, with 128 bits. We analyze the perfor-
ance in terms of both machines for transaction (tx) verification,
lock mining, verification, and vote verification to reach the
onsensus. It is observed that the CPU usage is generally higher
or desktop machines for appending the smart tags, compared to
aspian system. A significant improvement of 32.12% is observed
n Raspberry PI system, which indicates that tagging (barcodes)
etch and query operations are most suitable for Raspberry PI, as
t supports quick fetching and tagging operations.

Next, we present a comparative analysis of mining cost of
toring the meta-information as on-chain operations. Fig. 20(b)
resents the results. The work is compared against Lone et al. [92]
hich takes 8 USD to store ≈ 3.45 K transactions. In the pro-
osed case-study, it can store ≈ 4.2 K transactions (appended

objects) at the same cost. The reason is as follows. On average,
272
the transaction gas fee of the ethereum network is ≈ 68 GWei,
and the proposed hyperledger-driven scheme involves IPFS that
stores only meta-information as on-chain storage. This lowers
the storing cost drastically by 15.12% compared to traditional BC
consensus (PoW) mechanism.

7. Conclusion

Peer review is the soul of the publishing system, so the ulti-
mate objective is to enhance this feature, and the amalgamation
of BC and the IoT in an SPS can lead to a trusted and computa-
tionally efficient SPS. In this survey, we proposed a BC-based, IoT-
driven scientific publishing platform that ensures smart tagging
of digital manuscripts and that provides low-powered represen-
tational and transformation exchanges over distributed public
channels. The use of BC allows auditability among peer stakehold-
ers, and assures fairness in the SPS ecosystem. We discussed the
potential of BC in SPS, and its integration with IoT to form smart-
tagging of objects. The paper explored systematically a solution
taxonomy of BC-enabled SPS, and presented different applications
which support the same. BC also assures profitability for peer
reviewers in the SPS ecosystem. Also, a comparison is presented
with the existing surveys on scientific publishing was carried
out. BC-based platforms like ARTiFACTs, Eureka, ScienceRoot, Pluto,
Orvium were described with their features and drawbacks. We
highlighted the research challenges in the traditional SPS, along
with possible solutions from, and future key directions of, a
BC-leveraged SPS. Then, we presented a case study of a BC-
driven IoT-enabled SPS and formed a comparative analysis of
the proposed ecosystem with the traditional archival publishing
database.

In the future, the authors would implement a novel, decen-
tralized scientific publishing platform, and we will evaluate its
performance in a heterogeneous environment.
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